Effect of transcranial magnetic stimulation on voluntary activation in patients with quadriceps weakness.
Joint disease causes weakness and wasting of adjacent muscles, in part because of inability to fully activate these muscles voluntarily. Previous findings suggest that transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS) paired with muscle contractions enhances maximal voluntary contraction force (MVC) in healthy subjects by improving voluntary activation (VA). The aim of the present study was to evaluate whether such an effect is also present in subjects suffering from diminished muscle force due to decreased VA. Three single TMS over resting motor threshold were applied in 10 patients with a mean age of 62 years after total-knee arthroplasty either during MVC or during muscle relaxation (control experiment) in a blinded randomized crossover study. MVC and VA were determined using a twitch-interpolation technique at 1, 15, 30, and 60 min after stimulation. There was a significant effect of TMS on MVC if applied in synchrony with muscle contraction, and this persisted for at least 60 min beyond stimulation. In patients suffering from joint disease, TMS might make physiotherapy more effective.